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Tarot has long been revered for giving detailed and accurate forecasts. Doreen Virtue and Radleigh

Valentine have created the first deck of tarot cards that is 100 percent gentle, safe, and trustworthy!

All of the words in this deck, as well as the artwork by Steve A. Roberts, are positive and beautiful,

while still retaining the magical effectiveness of traditional tarot. The accompanying guidebook

explains the general meaning of each card and walks you through the steps of giving an accurate

reading for yourself and others.Rich with symbolism and imageryÃ¢â‚¬â€•including angels,

archangels, unicorns, fairies, and mermaidsÃ¢â‚¬â€•the Angel Tarot Cards will provide you with

inspiring guidance on your life journey!
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Queen of Angel Therapy Daily Mail One of the safest and most gentle Tarot decks in the world.

Prediction magazine Bursting with magical illustrations for extra insight and a positive

message...this deck is sure to inspire your intuition to be more accurate than ever before Spirit &

Destiny magazine

Doreen Virtue holds B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees in counseling psychology, and is a lifelong

clairvoyant who works with the angelic realm. SheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s the author of Archangels & Ascended

Masters and Healing with the Angels, among other works. Doreen has appeared on Oprah, The

View, Good Morning America, CNN, and other programs; she presents workshops around the

world; and she also has a weekly call-in talk show on HayHouseRadio.comÃ‚Â®.



I had been waiting forever for an Angel oracle deck that was made to mirror the traditional Tarot, but

without all of the negativity and ego based properties that some tend to associate with the Tarot.

This is one of the most alluring and poetic Tarot decks I've seen. From the moment I opened the

package I felt a rush of incredible uplifting energy flow through me. Each card is very powerful and

the artwork and illustrations are detailed and magical. This is a stunning and impressive

Tarot/Oracle deck.There are 78 cards just as you would find in the traditional Tarot, but this deck

only uses gentle words and images. Some words have been changed for certain cards that would

exist in a regular Tarot. You won't find the "Devil" card in this deck, but an alternative name, "Ego".

There is also no "Tower" card which is usually a frightening image in the traditional Tarot, but in this

deck is more appropriately titled for me, "Life Experience".The Major Arcana exists in the deck, but

each card corresponds to a specific Archangel. For example:Justice - Archangel RaguelThe Sun -

Archangel UrielThe Hermit - Archangel RazielThe Wheel - Archangel MichaelThe Chariot -

Archangel MetatronLife Experience - Archangel ChamuelStrength - Archangel AzraelThe Dreamer -

Archangel MetatronUnity - Archangel SandalphonRenewal - Archangel JeremialAwakening -

Archangel GabrielThe Lovers - Archangel RaphaelThe World - Archangel MichaelThe Star -

Archangel JophielBalance - Archangel ZadkielEgo - Archangel JophielThe High Priestess -

Archangel HanielThe Magician - Archangel RazielThe Empress - Archangel GabrielThe Emperor -

Archangel MichaelRelease - Archangel AzraelIt was interesting to find that each of the Major Arcana

cards correlated perfectly to a specific Archangel and that Archangels speciality. What I loved as

well was that each of the Four Elements in the Minor Arcana also corresponded to something

magical and angelic. There is nothing harsh about this deck.In a traditional Tarot deck you would

have the Fire "Wand" set and in this deck the cards are labeled as "Six of Fire", "Seven of Fire" and

so forth. The beautiful artwork for this element is of Dragons. Picture the "fire" breathing image of a

Dragon as well as the Chinese Astrology depiction of the Dragon behavior. Fire is action oriented.

(Aries, Leo, Sagittarius)As for the Sword set in a traditional Tarot which would be the element of

'air', this deck is made up of magical Unicorns. "Five of Air", "Six of Air" etc. Imagine a Unicorns

horn as a symbol of the Sword. Unicorns are airy and whimsical just like the element of Air which

also represents thought and mental processes. (Gemini, Libra, Aquarius)The Pentacles reside in the

Earth element in a traditional Tarot, but in this deck the images are of Fairies in Garden like

atmospheres, "Three of Earth", "Four of Earth". etc. In the Tarot deck the Pentacle cards are

associated with the physical and tangible, so it's no surprise the image of the Elementals also

known as Fairies are used. Fairies are outside in nature and assist us with concrete needs such as



finances, home and sometimes obtaining love. (Taurus, Virgo, Capricorn)Water is the most beautiful

section of the deck using Mermaids as the star of this part within the set. In a traditional Tarot it

would be known as "Cups", here its been changed to "Water": "Seven of Water", "Eight of Water"

etc. The visions of the Mermaids in blue sparkling water associate with emotions, feeling and needs.

The Mermaids dive into the depths of water or in this case assists us with getting to the core of an

issue internally in order to manifest our desires. (Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces)Each set

(fire/water/earth/air) within this set of cards have different colors that correlate with each element.

You can easily pull them out within the deck. The Water set has a Blue border, Earth has Green, Air

has Royal Blue, Fire has Burgundy and the Major Arcana is Royal Purple.If you're new to the Tarot,

but have had difficulty in learning the way it works, this is a great deck to use. I've always found

some of the Tarot decks to be difficult to gravitate towards and learn. I did not have that issue with

this one and in fact it's made me branch out into visiting other Tarot decks out there. It's laid out

efficiently in the little guidebook that comes along with it. More importantly this deck is also an angel

deck to assist you in becoming more familiar with the Angels and Elements that make up the other

spiritual planes. This deck is also helpful in getting to know some of the Archangels functions on top

of that.The cards in this deck are always accurate for me. I manage to pull the exact cards that are

mirroring the situation or feeling I'm having that given day. Sometimes I'll keep pulling the same

card repeatedly to get me to notice an issue or concern that I'm not addressing or a foretelling of

what's to come. I've given reads for other people and have found the same cards would keep falling

out for them. They've commented at how accurate a read I've done for them is.The cards have

some key phrases and descriptive words on them as this is a deck that was made so that a

beginner or someone new to Tarot could easily use. The Tarot is not evil, but many who are

unfamiliar with how to use it may shy away from it because some decks do have harsh images and

complicated messages. This deck is being marketed as gentle and safe for those that fall into the

category of fearing the Traditional Tarot. After becoming acquainted with this deck you'll find

yourself getting excited to join the world of Tarot and find that it is what you make it.I've finally found

a Tarot deck that I'm 100% happy and comfortable with using effortlessly and with complete

accuracy. Other decks I've used would fall to the wayside as I wasn't gravitating towards them or

feeling any sense of excitement or truth. I have not had that problem with this deck. This is now my

prized possession. This is truly a gift from the heavens.

Great and pretty sliver edges and it says a little about each card on the card which is nice to read

and mix with her new fairy tarot deck. reading the difference is fun. They do have different wording.



You can use them together. They are on good card stock which is important to me.

New to tarot reading and these have been very accurate thus far. I bought the large book along with

the tarot cards which gives ideas on spreads and teaches you about tarot reading. Beautifully made

cards with silver edges. Love the artwork too.

Love my cards! The edges were stuck together I believe due to the silver edging on the cards so be

careful when taking them apart! other than that they're absolutely beautiful and seem to work very

well.I found the book that came with it to be very vagueso I purchased the new book the big book of

angel Tarot love it it is much more in depth and even gives you the angel numberI would

recommend buying the book to go with the cards. Buying both the book and the card separately still

makes this set cheaper than most tarot sets.

This is the first deck I've ever had but it's turned me from skeptic to believer. It's amazing how

accurate the cards are (and how beautiful). I bought only one different deck and that was because

my kids loved trying then out so much I bought them a children's spirit animal deck so they'd leave

mine alone :)One night my daughter was up late and she asked me to draw a card for her, so I did.

The card was about people who need more rest so I joked that the angels were telling her to go to

bed. She rolled her eyes and asked me to do it again so I shuffled the deck a few times and drew

the same card. This is a huge deck of cards so I don't believe it was coincidence.

I absolutely love this tarot deck. The art is beautiful and the cards hold loving energy. Very easy and

fun to work with no matter how much experience a person has with tarot. I would highly recommend

this deack to anyone.

The package was very nice. It was sealed tight. I immediately opened it and found a small guide

book and the cards. In a small pretty box. I began to cleanse them by burning sage and running it

through the cards. Next I put oil on all corners. Ran it through rain Incense. And sealed them with a

kiss. I then held them tight and blessed them. Next hitting them hard, to remove any negative

energy obtained during shipping. Then shuffling them. I held them to absorb my energy and

vibrations. I then blessed them.Then I began the first reading which was spot on. I was so moved I

cried. I am so happy with these kind gentle cards. I love them!



I absolutely adore these cards. The illustrations are breathtaking and the phrases are positive.

These do not display any pentacles, which is the primary purpose I've chosen this deck, aside from

my love of angels and mythical creatures. I am satisfied with my cards and the accuracy they have

presented me.I definitely recommend buying.
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